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Since 1974, when planning for the first Outer Continental Shelf Lease Sale
off New Jersey began, New Jersey's policy towards offshore drilling has
changed in scope but not in intent. In that time, New Jersey has become
so fervent in its desire to protect the State's interests, especially its
fisheries, that in July 1982, Governor Thomas Kean filed suit against the
Interior Department requesting tract deletions from a lease sale.

The first expression of New Jersey's policy on CCS exploration and
developaent cane in public hearings in 1974 and 1975, when then Governor
Brendan Byrne stated that New Jersey supports OCS activities, so long as
the inpacts are minimal.

The first codification of New Jersey's OCS policy was promulgated in 1978
in the New Jersey Coastal Management Program for part of the Coastal Zone,
prepared by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (DEP):

Rapid exploration of the Mid-Atlantic, North Atlantic, and other
offshore areas with potential reserves of crude oil and natural gas
is encouraged, as long as all related onshore activities do not
conflict with existing land uses and are conducted in accordance
with the policies of the program. (N.J.A..C. 7:7E-7.4(c)).

The emphasis of this policy was to protect existing onshore land uses.
The only imaginable impacts to New Jersey from CCS activities envisioned
under this Policy were onshore impacts. In the New Jersey Coastal Manage
ment Program for the State's entire coastal zone, promulgated in 1980,
the State's policy on CCS exploration and development is broadened to
include offshore Impacts and extends the time frame for assessing
impacts.
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Rapid exploration of the Mid-Atlantic, North Atlantic, and other
offshore areas with potential reserves of oil and natural gas is
encouraged, as long as no long term adverse impacts will result.
onshore or offshore, and such activities are conducted in accor

dance with the policies of the program (emphasis added).

This policy, which is still in effect today, both emphasizes preventing
long-term adverse impacts, and extends the State's area of concern to
include the offshore as well as the onshore.

The change in State policy from 1978 to 1980 reflects a change in per
ception of the potential effects of CCS activities on New Jersey. When
planning for OCS activities off New Jersey began in 1974, the State
expected significant onshore impacts to occur. The anticipated onshore
impacts included building support bases and other facilities to service
offshore exploration activities. The State and localities also antici
pated the construction of facilities to support OCS development and
production, such as pipelines, pipe coating yards, and natural gas
separation/dehydration plants. The disappointing finds offshore, how
ever, have made the likelihood of such facilities being built in the
near future remote. This unlikelihood, coupled with the recognition
that there are mitigation measures available to minimize the impacts of
building onshore facilities, led the State to examine the other, more
immediate impacts of CCS activities, particularly exploratory drilling.

Simultaneously, New Jersey is beginning to leam about the size, location
and econonic value of its offshore fisheries. The four years of drilling
in the Mid-Atlantic (1978-82) have shown to fishermen that the impacts
of exploratory drilling offshore on certain fisheries can be severe.
Fishermen are particularly concerned about the loss of fishing area and
the destruction of their gear. Consequently, the State has directed its
energies in commenting on recent lease sales on analyzing the impacts of
CCS exploratory drilling on the life stages of these fisheries.

A further incentive for the State to collect information to document its

contents on specific lease sales is the accelerated and streamlined Five
Year OCS Oil and Gas Leasing Program adopted by the U. S. Interior
Department in July, 1982. This Five Year Program reduces the time needed
for Environmental Impact Statement preparation. Under this Program,
Interior will offer entire planning areas, over 80 million acres in the
Mid-Atlantic, at one time. Since these future EIS' must be general, and
since the proclivity of Interior now is to include all tracts unless good
reason can be shown not to, New Jersey must produce hard, specific data
to verify its cojmtents on individual lease sales.

New Jersey, in commenting on the four Mid-Atlantic lease sales held in
1976, 1979, 1981 and 1982 and on the Draft EIS for Sale 76 scheduled for
April 1983, has recognized the need for documenting its cements. As
New Jersey has redirected the focus of its comments from onshore to off
shore impacts, it has developed more information and has identified
information gaps.

PCS Planning in New Jersey

Two New Jersey state agencies and the State University are involved in
the state's CCS planning activities. The New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) and the Kew Jersey Department of
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Energy (DOE), under a Memorandum of Understanding between the two
agencies entered into in 1978, share coextensive authority over planning
for and siting energy facilities in New Jersey's coastal zone, including
OCS energy activities. The Center for Coastal and Environmental Studies
at Rutgers University is a research organization whose activities provide
much of the scientific background for the State's OCS policies. DEP
represents the State on the National CCS Advisory Board Policy Committee,
and Rutgers University represents the State on the Mid-Atlantic Technical
Working Group.

Although DEP and DOE share authority over CCS decision-making within the
state, DEP has the legal authority to respond to soma of the U. S.
Department of the Interior's proposed OCS actions. The New Jersey
Coastal Management Program, prepared under guidelines of the Federal
Coastal Zone Management Act, gives the Division of Coastal Resources
within DEP the authority to determine if federal activities directly
affecting New Jersey's coastal zone are consistent with the policies
of the Program.

The Coastal Resource and Development Policies (N.J.A.C. 7:7E-l.l et seq.)
form the basis of the New Jersey Coastal Management Program. The
policies aim to manage development in New Jersey's environmentally
sensitive coastal zone. The Coastal Management Program contains specific
policies for CCS facilities, such as onshore support bases and gas
processing plants, as well as the general policy on CCS exploration and
development described above.

The New Jersey Energy Master Plan, adopted in 1978 and released with
draft revisions in 1981 by DOE, is consistent with the OCS policies of
the New Jersey Coastal Management Program.

The two agencies and Rutgers prepare, under DEP's leadership, the
Governor's responses to the Secretary of Interior on the Proposed Notice
of Sale under Section 19 of the OCS Lands Act, as amended. Section 19
requires the Secretary to consult with the Governors of affected coastal
states on the size, timing, and location of lease sales, and to accept
the Governors' recarmendations if they reasonably balance the national
interest with the state's interest.

The state has the opportunity to respond to federal OCS proposed activi
ties at various stages of the leasing procedure. The Five Year OCS Oil
and Gas Leasing Program consists of eleven statutorily-mandated steps for
each Sale, although the Program, as approved by Secretary James G. Watt
on July 21,1982, does not schedule the steps for each sale.

New Jersey involved county governments in OCS planning activities in the
mid-1970's by giving grants to fund county studies of the potential on
shore impacts of OCS activities. These grants permitted 13 coastal
counties to assess which types of OCS energy facilities are acceptable
within their borders and responded to the counties' concern that siting
onshore OCS facilities was iirminent.

In response to the early Mid-Atlantic lease sales, New Jersey has studied
the issue of offshore pipeline siting in several reports. It has also
worked closely with the Interior Department in preparing the federal
Transportation Management Plan for the Mid-Atlantic. New Jersey has
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used the results of these studies to support its contents on the Call for
Information, Draft Environmental Impact Statement, consistency deter
mination, and Proposed Notice of Sale for individual base sales.

In recent years, however, DEP's studies have focused on offshore fisheries.
New Jersey is one of the first states to document the size and location
of its offshore fishing grounds. These studies now form the basis for the
bulk of the State's comments on proposed Mid-Atlantic lease sales.

New Jersey feels it is necessary to commission studies of its own on
topics such as offshore fisheries, because the information exhange between
the Interior Department and the states is often faulty. Interior's
Environmental Studies Program, created to provide environmental inform
ation to aid in lease sale decisions, is flawed. Often the reports are
not prepared in time to influence individual lease sales, such as a
Geohazards Study for Sale 59 released after the Final EIS was completed.

Lease Sale Experiences

Lease Sale 40, the first Mid-Atlantic sale, was held in 1976. Litigation
brought by environmental groups delayed the start of exploratory drilling
until 1978. New Jersey was not a part to the litigation. New Jersey's
comments on the Draft EIS emphasized onshore impacts such as losses to
tourism and the increase in air pollution. The State's contents mention
ed impacts to fisheries, but stated that there was not much information
available about offshore fisheries.

In its contents on the Draft EIS for Sale 49, held in 1979, New Jersey
noted that one of the most significant direct impacts of OCS activities
would be the location of onshore facilities. The comments discussed in
detail the Draft EOS' assumptions for locating onshore support facilities.
New Jersey's comments were based on the 13 New Jersey County OCS and
Energy Facility Planning Studies sponsored by DEP.

The caiments also noted that most of the tracts proposed for the Sale 49
area are in critical fishing areas, especially canyons, canyon heads, and
boulder fields. The major potential impact on these fisheries would be
the effect of oil spills. A problem noted in the comments is the proposed
leasing of tracts with potential geohazards, such as slimping ana mass
movement of sediment. Interior deleted 27 tracts for geohazards reasons.

By the beginning of 1981, when the Interior Department held public hear
ings on the Draft EIS for Sale 59, 19 dry holes and 5 wells with some
shows of natural gas and a small amount of oil had been completed in the
Mid-Atlantic. The unlikelihood of any oil or gas development and
production occuring in the Mid-Altantic in the foreseeable future obvi
ated the need for New Jersey to pursue diligently the issues of siting
the onshore facilities associated with development and production.

Consequently, offshore fisheries played an important part in the State's
caiments on Sale 59, held in December 1981. Throughout the lease sale
steps, New Jersey recommended that five canyon head tracts be deleted
from the Sale, and that the Biological Resources Stipulation be invoked
in advance to protect 18 other tracts. At that time, New Jersey knew
generally that the canyon head tracts are the location of deep sea coral,
tilefish burrows, and congregation and migratory sites for pelagic birds
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and marine mammals. This information was available to the State from the
Draft BIS. The tilefishery is a new fishery to New Jersey for It was
only in the late 1960's that fishermen "discovered" the species In off
shore canyons. Preliminary information about the species was available
in early 1981: tilefish are habitat specific; they reside In burrows on
the ocean floor which may be vulnerable to the effects of offshore
drilling, such as drillingmuds and cuttings disposal.

New Jersey was also concerned about the 18 fisheries tracts because they
lie in an area valuable to many of New Jersey's commercial and sport
fisheries such as the tilefish, red crab, lobster, and squid fisheries.
They are also thought to be wintering grounds for simmer flounder, black
seabass and soup (porgy) which migrate to nearshore during the warmer
months.

In mid-1981, New Jersey was analyzing the results of the state's first
offshore fisheries mapping study which showed how heavily fished the
area between the 80 and600 meter contours Is. The state was eager to
share this new Information, obtained from primary sources — the
fishermen themselves — with the Interior Department to aid in federal
OCS decision-making. Interior did not, however, heed New Jersey's
recommendations. Sale 59 went on as scheduled, although New Jersey
did publicly consider suing to halt the Sale, and the 23 tracts in
question received no bids.

In August 1982, Interior held a reoffering sale of the tracts not bid
on in Sale 59 and three other sales across the country. New Jersey
raised similar objections to this sale on the Proposed Notice of Sale,
requesting the deletion of seven tracts, the five canyon head tracts and
two tracts important for the tilefishery, and the advance Imposition of
the Biological Resources Stipulation for 16 tracts. In documenting the
biological value of canyon heads, DEP relied on its own review of current
literature on canyon systems.

When Interior did not heed New Jersey's requests, Governor Kean sued the
Interior Department to block the sale of these tracts. The Judge *««<*^
to permit the sale to go on as scheduled but to reserve decision on
accepting bids, and the 23 tracts in question received no bids. New *
Jersey based its legal argument requesting revisions to the sale on the
direct effect leasing the tracts may have on New Jersey's fishing
Industry. The U. S. District Court rejected the argument that the
economic loss to New Jersey's fishing industry was a direct effect
covered by the federal coastal Zone Management Act but agreed that the
Interior Department must consider the effects of all CCS activities
begun at the pre-lease sale stage on the species that do inhabit or visit
NewJersey's coastal zone, such as the migratory species summer flounder
black seabass and scup.

In narrowly construing the CZMA as a statute which protects the physical
and environmental resources of the coastal zone, and not the economic
resources, the Court Identified a major information gap in the State's
case as the lack of knowledge about the Impacts of OCS activities on
migratory species. The Court also ruled that a Governor of an affected
state could raise econonic issues in comments on a proposed lease sale
submitted under Section 19 of the CCS Lands Act, as amended.
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In its comments on the Draft EIS for Sale 76, New Jersey focused on the
potential Impacts of leasing on the fisheries and other biological
resources offshore. The State.recaimended deleting 60 tracts at or near
the heads of submarine canyons. Not only are canyon heads an eootone
which supports unusual biologic resources suchas deep sea corals but
they also are the sites of a major sportsfishery for New Jersey's fisher
men.

To substantiate this request, New Jersey relied on newly obtained data
about the size and economic value of the State's canyon fisheries as well
as on previously obtained data.

The State also requested that a 522 tract area between the 80 and 600
meter contours be designated an area of special biologic importance.
Prior to permitting exploratory drilling on any of these tracts, New
Jersey requests that sample biologic surveying occur on 16 representative
sites. The results of the sample surveying on these tracts could apply
to the remaining tracts in the area of special biologic importance. If
the sample survey shows that there are biologic populations which deserve
protection, lessees can be required to relocate the drilling rig or to
employ other mitigation measures. New Jersey's request is based pri
marily on the results of the State's offshore fishing grounds mapping
study and some new fisheries mapping Information developed by Rutgers
University biologists.

In its conments, New Jersey was also concerned about the location of on
shore support bases, but not about the possible impacts of locating
support bases in New Jersey.

Conclusion

Mew Jersey will appeal the District Court's interpretation of the CZMA
to exclude from its purview the economic Impacts to New Jersey's fisher
men of leasing in highly productive offshore fishing grounds. The State
will continue to collect data about the extent, location and value of New
Jersey's offshore fisheries, since the Impacts of OCS activities in the
short term will probably be on fisheries. Nevertheless, if and when OCS
development and production became realities for the Mid-Atlantic, the
State will assume the responsibility to address artdl tlona1 Impacts both
offshore and onshore. As lease sales get larger and larger, New Jersey
and other states must work hard to obtain solid environmental Informa
tion to ensure that coastal-resources get the protection they deserve.

The New Jersey experience provides an Important lesson about the use of
information in OCS decision-making. The untimeliness of the results of the
Environmental Studies Program coupled with the poor distribution record of
its reports means that states cannot rely on that information in preparing
cements on lease sales. Rather, states must develop their own information
to'buttress their comnents en.individual, lease-sales. In fact,-states need
to take the initiative in identifying and researching areas of concern, such
as offshore fisheries in NewJersey's case.

After obtaining the initial information, states should continue to update
and refine it. And, most importantly, the information should be available
to the state's congressional delegation and the general public who may be
able to influence officials in the Interior Department to take appropriate
action in the state's interest.
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A PLANNING MODEL FOR COASTAL SAND AND GRAVEL MINING

William W.-L. Lee

1000 Valley Forge Circle 0912
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Introduction

This paper addresses the questions How should the Secretary of the Interior
select tracts to offer for offshore sand and gravel mining in the face
of competing demands for minerals production, ecological protection and
equitable distribution of environmental risks? I suggest that measur
able value optimization can be used as a planning model. I first deal
with some background material, formulate the tract selection problem as
a problem in measurable value optimization and conclude by showing the
effectiveness of such an approach through an example.

In the Anglo-American legal tradition, minerals lying on or underneath
submerged lands are considered to belong to the people but held in the
"public trust" by the Government (Sax, 1970). The Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act (43 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1331, et seq.) permits the Secretary
of the Interior to lease (sell) tracts of submerged land, 3 miles by
3 miles, on the nearshore ocean known as the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)
for minerals production. Baram, Lee and Rice (1978) discuss the oppor
tunities, technologies and environmental effects of solid minerals mining
on the OCS. Other than oil and gas, the leading candidate for marine
mining on the OCS is sand and gravel. The selction of tracts to offer
for lease sales is the exclusive discretion of the Secretary who has to
balance economic Interests of Increasing minerals production versus other
demands for the use of the seabed such as fisheries and ecological
protection. This paper suggests measurable value optimization as a
planning model for the Secretary in his/her decision-making. As may be
Inferred, the orientation here is distinctly public-sector. I pretend
that I am the Secretary's analyst and develop a model that the Secretary
Can use in designing a program for offshore sand and gravel leasing.
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He first characterize the "goodness" of a particular tract In terms of
multiple conflicting objectives via tnultlattrlbute utility functions.
The theorems of Dyer and Sarin (1979) enable the conversion of utility
to measurable value under the appropriate Independence conditions. The
measurable values are then used in an Integer programming problem to form
an optimal portfolio of tracts, subject to several types of constraints,
such as production requirements/Halts, geographical mix and sacrifice
of unique ecological areas.

Section 1 is a brief review of the Issues in continental shelf marine

mining. Section 2 presents the characteristics of the OCS tract selec
tion problem. Section 3 discusses related work. Section 4 is the
formualtion of the problem as a measurable value optimization problem.
An example application is given in Section S. Section 6 gives a brief
summary and some observations.

1. Issues in OCS Sand and Gravel Mining.

The demand for construction aggregates such as sand and gravel centers
around metropolitan areas. In the United States, most metropolitan areas
are on the coast. In many areas, huge deposits of sand and gravel of
construction quality exist immediately offshore. It would appear that
marine mining can provide some of the demand for construction aggregates
near coastal cities. Indeed, in Western Europe and Japan, marine sand
and gravel mining provides a significant portion of the supply of con
struction aggregates.

However, such mining nay create conflict with other uses of the ocean,
such as pelagic and shell fishery. The removal of bulk materials in
marine mining may cause the direct destruction of these resources, and
by altering the bottom substrate on which organisms depend for parts of
their life cycle, such as spawning or nursing.

2. The OCS Tract Selection Problem.

The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act permits, indeed encourages, the
Secretary of the interior to lease lands for minerals production,
especially oil and gas. However, there are strong interests within and
outside the Department of the Interior that promotes other Interests, such
as protection of marine ecosystems. Indeed, the Department of the Interior
advertizes Itself as the nation's principal conservation agency. How can
the secretary discharge his/her apparently conflicting duties? Congress,
in the 1978 Amendments to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, pro
vides a list of considerations in selecting tracts. The timing and
location of tracts shall be based upon a consideration of

"a. existing Information concerning the geographical, geological
and ecological characteristics of such regions;

"b. an equitable sharing of developmental benefits and environ
mental risks among teh various regions;

"c. the location of such regions with respect to, and the relative
needs of, regional and national energy markets;

"d. the location of such regions with respect to other uses of
the sea and -eabed, including fisheries, navigation, existing
and proposed sealanes, potential sites of deepwater ports,
and other anticipated uses of the resources and space of the
outer Continental Shelf;
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"e. the Interest of potential oil and gas producers in the
development of oil and gas resources as Indicated by
exploration or nomination;

"f. laws, goals, policies of affected States which have been
specifically identified by the Governors of such States as
relevant matters for the Secretary's consideration;

"g. the relative environmental sensitivity and marine productivity
of different areas of the outer Continental Shelf;

"h. relevant environmental and predictive information for different
areas of the outer Continental Shelf.

(43 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1344)
This list of Issues to be considered in selecting tracts is a clue to
the real issue in tract selection - conflict. These Issues lead to

confrontation between development Interests within Interior, such as
the Minerals Management Service, and the conservation forces, such as
the Fish & Wildlife Service. Each side is augmented by forces outside
Interior, such as the Department of Energy for development and the
Department of Commerce, through National Marine Fisheries Service and
Office of Coastal Zone Management, for conservation; not to speak of
organized lobbying groups such as the American Petroleum Institute and
the Sierra Club. Each side brings with It mountains of data, on minerals
abundance, fishing effort and fish catch, and the uniqueness of certain
areas.

The above discussion shows that the selection of tracts for mining is a
problem involving

o multiple conflicting objectives
o multiple interested parties

and that Issues such as economics, environment and the tradeoff between
them are as important as other Issues such as equity and integration of
data. In Section 4 we will see how these issues can be modeled and In
Section 6 decide whether the effort is worthwhile.

3. Related Work

The process of tract selection for lease sales in the Department of the
Interior is a highly secretive affair. I know of no published record
on how it is being done in the open literature. Lee (1979) reviewed the
process through Interior's internal documents.

There is abundant literature on the related problem of site selection.
Lee (1979) used decision analysis to analyse where marine sand and
gravel mining should be permitted. There is ample literature on site
selection for controversial facilities (Keeney, 1980).

Our approach for measurable value optimization follows that of CoLabi,
Klrkwood and Slcherman (1981).

4. Formulation of the Tract Selection Problem

In the Secretary's task to select tracts to offer for lease sales,
it would appear that there are 2 subtasks -what constitute a "good"
tract and what constitute an "optimal portfolio".

Finding an objective function

What is a good tract? One of the objectives in OCS leasing is certainly
to Increase minerals production. A tract rich in minerals would
attract a higher bid, increasing income to the gpvernment, making it
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a good tract. On the other hand, a tract rich in ecological resources
would not be desirable since it would Increase the conflict among deci
sion participants. Thus a tract rich in shellfish or is the location of
rich fisheries would be a less desirable tract.

Multlattrlbute utility theory (Keeney & Ralffa, 1976) provides a con
venient method of characterizing the goodness of a particular tract under
conflicting objectives. We might have X » X., X_,...,£, as the set of
attributes that we use to characterize the desirability of any one tract.
If y denotes the desirability of the n tract, then

yn = f( xt Xjj)
If the conditions of preferential and utility independence hold, then
the form of the multlattrlbute utility function that can be used to
evaluate the desirability of individual tracts is either

u(x) = £M, ku (x ), if £M,k = 1.0 (1)
— mal, mm m o=l m

u(x) = k-1( «"[ k k u (x ) ♦ 1 ]- 1 } (2)
^m IR" 1 ID B o

where u(x) Is the multlattrlbute utility function
u 7x ) is the unl-attrlbute utility function for the m attribute
m m

k, k are scaling constants
m

Lee (1979) used the above equations to find the single best location to
allow marine mining. However, the problem at hand is to select an
optimal portfolio, not Just a single site. Mathematical programming,
In particular Integer programming, offers ways to assemble an optimal
portfolio but the coefficients in the objective function must be measured
on the ratio saele. As is well known, utility as calculated via Equa
tions (1) and (2) are unique only up to a positive linear transformation
or are measured on the Interval scale and cannot be used in mathematical
programming.

Dyer and Sarin (1979) showed the relationship between utility and
measurable value. Measurable value is additive and thus measured on the
ratio scale. Dyer and Sarin showed that if X.ls difference Independent
of,its complement, then the related measurable value function v(x) Is

v(x) = u(x) if (1) holds, (3)

v(x) = In [1+ k u(x)] / ln(l+k) if (2) holds (4)

Substituting (1) and (2) into (3) and (4) give the equations to "rank"
the "goodness" of individual tracts

v(x) = £ M. k u (x ) (5)
— m=i in in in

v(x) = £M,ln[ 1+k k u (x )]/ ln(Uk) (6)
— m=l m m m

If the "goodness" of the nth tract is yn> we might define the worth of the
optimal portfolio as

V=£ N, y
n=l 'n

We can now fom an objective function for the nortfolto selection problem
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by defining

j ={ 1 If tract n is in the optimal portfolio
n~ 0 otherwise

and the function is

r "max z = ' . y I i-j\
n=l 'n n I'*

Constraints

We are now ready to consider the constraints to the optlmzatlon problem.

The first type of constraints relate to production requirements or limits.
These can be done in a number of ways. First, there may be explicit
number of tracts needed. For instance, we might only want a, tracts and
we can write 1

£ N
n=l " al (8a)

Or we can set production quotas or requirements. If c is the probable

production of sand in tract n and we want the overall sand production from
marine mining to be no more than a., then we can write

£N c I an=l n n < 2 (8b)

The second type of constraints might relate to equitable sharing of envi
ronmental risks. We may wish to have a certain percentage of mining take
place in each of the regions being considered. If there are k regions and
ffc is the desired fraction of tracts in the optimal portfolio in region k,
the equity constraint can be written by first defining

a j 1 if tract n is in region k
kn 0 otherwise

and then specifying

n=l kn n ,

•Jn—l - fk "k <»>
n=l n

The third type of constraints relate to ecological concerns. Congression
al mandate requires consideration of "environmental senslvity and marine
Productivity." Certain areas of the ocean possess unique characteristics,
such as specific substrates for spawning (lies and Sinclair, 1982; U.S.
CEQ & OCZM, 1980), or giant kelp beds. We might wish to limit the number
of tracts in the optimal portfolio with such unique characteristics. Let

- B = ( ' " tract n possesses unique characteristic j,
J 0 otherwise

we shall require

SnUl Bjn rn - bj vJ (10)
where b is the upper limit on the number of tracts with unique char
acteristic J that we will allow in the portfolio, or we are willing to
sacrifice in the lease sale. There can be as many constraints of type
(10) as there are relevant ecological concerns.
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There is yet another type of constraint. There may be other paramount
reasons for excluding individual tracts altogether, such as ammunition
dumps, navigation lanes, "flower gardens", or oil and gas drilling.

Equations (3) through (10) constitute our tract selection problem.

5. An Example

In this section an example application of the model will be presented. We
shall consider candidate tracts from two regions of 36 tracts each. The
attribute set for evaluating tracts is shown below.

Attribute

Income to Government from

leasing this tract

Lobster Density in Tract

Fish Catch in Tract

Units Best Worst

»10u 10

Catch x 100 /yr 0 10

Catch In 100 lb 0 10

per year

The preference structure used to evaluate the tracts is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the specified characteristics of each tract and the bound
aries of two areas with special spawning suitability. The following table
shows the result of various runs and the effects of various constratlnts.

Ten Tract Optimal Portfolios Under Various Equity & Ecological Constraints

Run

Equity
X in

Region

Ecological Constraint
Tracts with Spawning Grounds for

Herring I Flounder

Value of

Portfolio

X of Run 1

1 any any

2 30 any

3 50 < 1

4 50 0

any 658 100

any 630 95.7

£2 625 95.0

£2 608 92.4

The Integer programming problem was solved using LINDO (Schrage, 1981) on
a DEC-10 computer at the University of Pennsylvania. The above table offers
opportunities for observing the effects of various constraints. What is
more important is that it is a demonstration of how various issues man
dated by Congress have been explicitly incorporated into the analysis.
For Instance, current practice has been to withdraw from lease sales areas
with special biological significance. This amounts to Imputing an infinite
value to such areas. By including various amounts of such tracts in the
portfolio, the tradeoff values imputed by the decision maker can be
calculated.

6. Concluding Remarks

I have presented a proposed planning model for tract selection for mining
on the OCS. It seeks to capture the subjective values of the decision
maker in making economic/environment tradeoffs The model depends on
several Independence conditions which are to be verified explicitly.
The model responds to all the issues mandated by pongress in this task,
viz. tradeoffs, equity of environmental risks and use of data.
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What is the worth of this model for various decision participants? For
the Secretary of the Interior It offers a method of integrating the data
available to him/her from various sources. Moreover, it offers him/her
quantified estimates of the effects of various policy decisions that can
be made. For the opponents of OCS mining or the public in general, the
use of such a model would be a quantitative record of government decision
making, perhaps another weapon in judicial review. For the analyst, this
represents a unique marriage between two sets of Important tools In policy
analysis - decision analysis and mathematical programming.
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MEASURING COASTAL RESOURCE FLOWS IN SOUTHEAST TEXAS

R. H. Burroughs

John Gray Institute
P. 0. Box 10067

Beaumont, Texas 77710

Management of coastal resources requires the Integration of
knowledge from a variety of disciplines. While characterization of
natural settings has progressed significantly 1n recent years, the
Integration of that biological and physical knowledge with other aspects
of resource management has lagged. Resolution of these Issues will
require a variety of Innovations. This paper suggests one step In that
direction by developing and demonstrating a method to characterize the
level of man's activity along sectors of the coast. The anthropogenic
activity Is resource specific. The results are quantitative. Thus, the
method may be used to target management Issues of particular Importance
on a given section of coastline.

Method

The method presented here Identifies magnitudes of activities
usually expressed as flows of materials for an Individual section of
coastline. These regional values are compared with national flows for
the same materials.

The regional level of activity 1s defined by a ratio between the
level of activity In a coastal county (RA) and the length of oceanfadng
coastline (RC) In that county. Similarly the level of national activity
(NA) 1s divided by the total miles of national coast (NC) defined In the
same manner. The local ratio Is then taken as a numerator and the
national ratio as a denominator. The resulting dimensionless number 1s
an Index (I) of how many times more active per mile of coastline the
locality is versus the nation.
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. RA/RC
I • TH7SC

RA • regional activity, usually a
flow of materials

RC - regional coastline
NA • national activity
NC • national coastline
I • Index of activity

The method presented here 1s an extension of common techniques used
by planners and geographers. (See for example Isard 1980). In this
regard If the Individual calculation produces an Index of 1.0, 1t means
that the amount of activity 1n the Individual geographic region Is equal
to the national average. However, because this application concentrates
on a stretch of coastline, several additional attributes become apparent.
First by relating the resource utilization activities to a specific
section of coastline, their Impacts may be considered with respect to a
physical and biological setting. Second, this relationship may be
considered over time as the anthropogenic activity may be presented for
several periods. Third, the method emphasizes flow across a boundary and
records with equal weight materials moving In either direction. Thus,
the resource Interaction questions are focused at the land-sea boundary
Irrespective of the final destination of the resource at stake.

Data

The study area Includes Jefferson and Orange counties which lie just
west of the Texas-Louisiana border. Three ports are located In the area:
Orange, Beaumont, and Port Arthur. The ports are connected by a
combination of two rivers, the Sabine and the Neches, and the
Intercoastal Waterway. Sea access 1s through Sabine Pass. Refining and
petrochemicals dominate the Industrial activities onshore.

To test the method and characterize marine activities In Southeast
Texas, five categories related to the natural resources of that area were
selected. They Include: shell production, shipping, gas production, oil
production, and marine fisheries (Table 1). For each activity a weight
handled 1n a given year Is determined. Thus, the characterization of the
activity Includes flow onshore for oil, gas, shell and fish. The
shipping quantity Includes flows on and offshore.

While federal statistics are available In each of these categories,
their continuity and reliability 1s frequently troublesome. In all
Instances, national values are easier to obtain than local values. In
most Instances assumptions are required to convert available data Into a
format applicable to the specific inquiry here. The tonnage of shell
handled on the waterway 1s reported in Table 1. The use of this figure
In the computations assumes that the shell recorded by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (1965-1979) for the waterway Is a marine resource
coming ashore for a variety of uses. As most aggregate 1s transportation
sensitive, dredging from nearby shell deposits Is the presumed source.
Similarly the shell might be used In cement plants. The shipping
figures (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1965-1979) represent all shipments
and receipts, both foreign and domestic, In all three ports. This
combined tonnage, which has been dominated In recent years by petroleum,
makes this area one of the nation's larger port complexes.
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Table 1. Natural Resource Activities 1n Southeast Texas.
See text for a discussion of sources and assumptions with
respect to Individual activities.

Year
Shell
Tons

Shipping
Tons

Gas

MMCF
on

Barrels
Fish

Pounds

1955 1788 40560 54,010,000

1956 62,790,305 1788 36400

1957 62,638,250 3631 66560

1958 60,674,062 6261 122200

1959 62,474,378 6261 129740

1960 68,693,211 8050 147420 149,206,000

1961 67,699,637 3578 75920

1962 68,508,825 10732 208780

1963 77,061,737 8050 173940

1964 74,842,810 8050 150280

1965 882948 75,286,841 7155 144820 62,905,000

1966 1293127 79,663,161 15407 323960

1967 1218543 77,178,385 33142 884000

1968 ~ 78,261,206 40204 884000

1969 1396837 77,163,412 62455 808340

1970 1390794 79,291,102 68749 791960

1971 1429267 82,576,969 100684 750100

1972 1209458 81,989,291 40760 789100 4,663,143

1973 1328982 84,707,017 65088 594100 5,633,655

1974 1321863 86,589,660 66128 485940 4,419,289

1975 1034674 79,296,056 86544 555360

1976 1028694 100,852,284 53571 457860 3,282,552

1977 1171030 108,467,964 92178 1049100

1978 934410 113,514,402 104520 1186900

1979 745526 119,023,508 186994 1596400
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011 and gas present a more difficult regional accounting problem.
Production from federal lands offshore Texas and submerged state lands 1s
reported by the U.S. Geological Survey (1980). To prorate this
production along stretches of the Texas coast, the number of active
leases prior to lease sales A62 and 62 was tabulated (Bureau of Land
Management, 1980, Visual 1, Lease Status Western Gulf). Of the total
active leases in the state, 26 percent of them fell off the Jefferson
county coast. This area was determined by extending a line at the west
end of Jefferson county seaward parallel to the extension of the
Texas-Louisiana border as It runs seaward at the east side of Jefferson
county. The shelf width more than doubles when moving from southwest to
northeast along Texas. Thus, the Jefferson county coastline, which 1s
less than 10 percent In length of state coastline, has a much larger
share of state production lying off 1t. The oil and gas values reported
in Table 1 are 26 percent of total Texas federal and state production for
the year given (USGS, 1980, p. 90). The assumptions here are that:
(1) active lease area Is proportional to production; (2) the current
proportion of leases 1s representative of past conditions; and (3) that
production 1n state waters may be proportioned by these arguments for
federal waters.

Fishery landings 1n the area combine two data sources. For 1955
and 196Q the Fishery Statistics of the United States (Bureau of Com
mercial Fisheries, 1957 and 1962) provided data for Jefferson county. In
the other years reported, Jefferson county landings by month were totaled
from Current Fishery Statistics (National Marine Fisheries Service).
Tons landed declines by a factor of 50 when the data for 1960 are
compared with those for 1976. Thus, the seven data points over a 25-year
period while few 1n number Indicate a significant shift In local fishing
activity.

Coastline lengths used 1n the calculations are general outline sea
ward coastline. The figure for the United States, 12,383 statute miles,
(Department of Commerce) includes 6,640 statute miles of Alaksa coast
line. The state of Texas totals 367 statute miles. Jefferson county
totals 31.5 statute miles.

Results

By combining local data 1n the previous section with national data
through the method described earlier, the level of activity In East Texas
is presented in Table 2 and Figure 1. On the basis of these data and
supporting assumptions, the area 1n recent years has been 30 times more
active In shell extraction, 20 times more active 1n shipping, 5-10 times
more active 1n gas production, and less active than one might expect in
oil production. The oil figure Is affected by the fact that a
substantial portion of all national marine production comes from
Louisiana. Fisheries are a special case which will be treated later.

Beyond a relative level in recent years, the results may also be
examined for trends through time. The shell extraction index has
increased by almost half an order of magnitude over the period 1965-1979.
By this Index shipping activity has remained relatively constant over a
24-year period. The oil and gas patterns fluctuate but trend
significantly upward after 1976. Available fishery data indicate a steep
decline in the Index over the sample period.

The Index is a composite which makes difficult the interpretation of
a trend such as noted 1n the fishery data. Principal components in the
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Table 2. Indices for Jefferson and Orange Counties, Texas.

Year Shell Shlppina Gas 011 Fish

1955 5.70 0.27 4.6

1956 22.59 4.75 0.20

1957 21.76 8.21 0.31

1958 23.74 9.48 0.56

1959 23.34 6.86 0.51

1960 24.55 7.11 0.50 12.27

1961 25.06 2.92 0.22

1962 23.85 6.56 0.51

1963 25.81 4.13 0.36

1964 23.67 3.71 0.28

1965 14.32 23.25 2.99 0.23

1966 20.80 23.47 4.41 0.42

1967 20.50 22.70 6.97 0.94

1968 ~ 22.04 6.82 0.74

1969 26.05 20.94 8.62 0.60

1970 27.02 20.35 8.40 0.54

1971 30.70 21.46 10.55 0.48

1972 26.12 19.94 4.27 0.50 0.39

1973 28.03 18.90 6.44 0.40 0.47

1974 28.64 19.49 6.14 0.36 0.36

1975 26.53 18.39 7.99 0.44

1976 33.36 21.61 4.90 0.39 0.25

1977 37.90 22.35 7.97 0.94

1978 35.61 22.08 8.05 1.12

1979 33.29 22.56 13.55 1.58
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Figure 1. Indices of Southeast Texas Coastal Resource Activity.

The area has remained high in shell, shipping, and gas
extraction activity over time. Oil and gas activity
has Increased since 1976. The fish landings index has
declined substantially over the period sampled.



index Include natural factors—the location and availability of
resources—and social or economic factors—the demand and marketplace
aspects of their utilization. Fluctuation 1n the Index comnonly reflects
changes in either of these factors locally. The apparent decline In
fishery activity by a factor of up to 50 could be explained In a variety
of ways. It 1s clear, for example, that menhaden processing facilities
formerly located In the East Texas area moved to Louisiana during the
sample period. In recent years Cameron, Louisiana, has had the highest
tonnage landings In the country. This very high tonnage and low value
fishery has significant Impacts on the ratio. A change 1n the species
composition and total populations on some of the local East Texas fishing
grounds Is another possible explanation.

Due to Its composite nature, the Index does not resolve cause when a
substantial change occurs over time. Cause may be Isolated In the
natural or social sciences. The Index, 1s, however, quite useful 1n
providing guidance about where to look. The fishery example again serves
to make this point. As noted above, the change In the Index leads one to
consider pertinent factors that make up the Index to settle upon cause.

Conclusion

In the five marine resource-based activities surveyed here. East
Texas Is comnonly several times more active than the national averages.
For four of the five activities surveyed this level has remained
continuously high over the last several years. In the available data the
shipping Industry has been a constant high performer unlike the fishery
which has declined In recent years.

Beyond describing a specific coastal area, the application of this
method may serve other analyses. For example, seaward versus landward
flows may be compared, or the flows may be converted Into dollar amounts
so that primary and secondary impacts on the local economy may be
considered.

As demonstrated here, the method as Is provides a quick way Into the
analysis of coastal resource Issues. In addition 1t Is flexible. If
adequate data sets may be obtained, a quick space and time distribution
of marine resource activities Is forthcoming. The results while
quantitative do not lead to unique cause interpretations due to the
composite nature of the Index. They are however adequate for targeting
additional work to disaggregate the natural science and social science
explanations of marine resource use patterns.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES AND BLUE CRAB
LANDINGS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY

W. A. Van Engel

R. E. Harris, Jr.

Virginia Institute of Marine Science
College of William and Mary

Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062

Atmospheric and oceanographic variables are major factors In
determining yearclass strength of the Chesapeake Bay blue crab and
in establishing the size of the stock that will be exploited by the
commercial blue crab fishery. Several periods in the life cycle
of the blue crab are critical turning points when variations 1n the
environment can have a controlling effect on the relative success
of the yearclass. Numerous environmental variables from sites
within and adjacent to the bay are being examined for their relation
ship to the abundance of crabs as measured by landings. Preliminary
results from multiple regression analyses, covering 16 yearclasses,
1959 through 1974, suggest that air temperature in May and total
sky cover In July 1n the summer of the hatch, and total Chesapeake
Bay streamflow for October and the East-West component of the wind
at Norfolk 1n January 1n the succeeding fall and winter are important
in establishing yearclass strength. May air temperature and the
January wind component explain 592 of the variation In landings.
Another technique, the Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH), using
air temperature, sky cover, streamflow, wind component and the
results of our spring-summer juvenile abundance surveys on the York
River as variables, explains 99.52 of the variation In landings.
Neither the GMDH nor multiple regression methods have been tested
for their predictive value.

(ABSTRACT)
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APPLICATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION:
THE CASE OF THE TILEFISH (LOPHOLATILUS CHAMEALEONTICEPS)

FISHERY OF THE MID-ATLANtlC OUTER CONttNEitfAL SMF

L. S. Warner

K. W. Able

Center for Coastal, and.Environmental Studies
Rutgers University

New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901

C. B. Grimes

Department of Horticulture and Forestry
Rutgers University

New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901

The tilefish, Lopholatllus chamealeontlceps, 1s the most valuable
flnflsh landed by the commercial fishing industry 1n New Jersey.
Landings averaged about 200,000 pounds per year until 1972. Since
then, the advent of a directed longllne fishery has caused landings
to Increase significantly, with approximately eight million pounds
(worth four million dollars) landed In 1980. As landings have risen,
the political and economic importance of the fishery has grown and
data on life history and population dynamics Is having a significant
Impact on state and federal government activities 1n the coastal
zone.

Four aspects of the life history of the tilefish are Influencing
the priorities of private Industry and state and federal government.
First, distribution 1s confined to the edge of the outer continental
shelf. The majority of Mid-Atlantic's offshore oil and gas develop
ment 1s planned within this region. Second, tilefish are closely
associated with discrete habitats. These Include burrows dug in
the sediment, "Pueblo" communities on the side of submarine canyons,
and boulder fields. The existence of these discrete habitats appears
to be Influencing state and federal decisions on ocean waste disposal
and oil and gas development. Third, tilefish are year-round residents
of the edge of the continental shelf. Their relative Immobility
increases their sensitivity to negative Impacts from other offshore
activities. Finally, growth rate, and rate of recruitment Into the
fishery appears to be very slow. This 1s Influencing plans for fishery
management and state and federal actions on offshore oil and gas.

(ABSTRACT)
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A MARKET FOR SAND:
APPLYING THE AMERICAN DOCTRINE

FOR APPROPRIATING WESTERN WATER TO THE BEACHES OF THE COAST

Alfred G. Cuzan

David W. Fischer

Gregory W. Stone

Department of Political Science
Coastal Zone Studies

The University of West Florida
Pensacola, FL 32504

The sediment/social systems responsible for beaches have
Important physical, economic and political similarities with
the water/social systems 1n the arid regions of the American
West. This makes it possible for sediment to be owned, traded,
used and regulated according to the constitutional principles of
Western water law. This Lockean system assigns water rights for
beneficial use to Individuals, corporations, and governments
according to the priority principle, "first In use, first In right."
The rights are traded in markets, which physically move water from
areas of low to areas of high productivity In response to relative
price differentials. The economic and political advantages of this
system over alternative policy frameworks suggest adpptlng the
Western law of water to the sand system of coastal beaches.

(ABSTRACT)
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